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About This Content

Explore a sprawling settlement ravaged by time, neglect, nuclear radiation, and moral degradation. The Pitt is filled with morally
grey choices, shady NPCs, new enemies, new weapons, and much more.

Explore an entire new area – the postapocalyptic ruins of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, known as The Pitt.
Find and use new weaponry, such as the AutoAxe, a new melee weapon with a powerful, serrated rotary blade hungry
for flesh.
Discover new side quests and subtle plot elements and determine your path in this place where nothing is “right” or
“wrong.”
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Title: Fallout 3 - The Pitt
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Bethesda Game Studios
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 16 Jul, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Operating system: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 2.4 Ghz Intel Pentium 4 or equivalent processor
Memory: 1 GB (XP)/ 2 GB (Vista)
Hard disk space: 7 GB
Video: Direct X 9.0c compliant video card with 256MB RAM (NVIDIA 6800 or better/ATI X850 or better)
Sound: DirectX®: 9.0c
Controller support:  Xbox 360 controller
Other Requirements: Online play requires log-in to Games For Windows - Live

Supported Video Card Chipsets: 

NVIDIA GeForce 200 series, Geforce 9800 series, Geforce 9600 series, Geforce 8800 series, Geforce 8600 series, Geforce
8500 series, Geforce 8400 series, Geforce 7900 series, Geforce 7800 series, Geforce 7600 series, Geforce 7300 series, GeForce
6800 series
ATI HD 4800 series, HD 4600 series, HD 3800 series, HD 3600 series, HD 3400 series, HD 2900 series, HD 2600 series, HD
2400 series, X1900 series, X1800 series, X1600 series, X1300 series, X850 series

English,French,German,Italian
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So, I got this from a sale for like 0,60€ and I got to say it's enjoyable: it's a quiz with super hero questions, what else would you
want? There are loads of questions and they're mostly good, although I didn't know anything about Big Hero 6.
Some of the cons include, but are not limited to:
- Some factual errors, nothing big, but they stood out to me
- Spelling errors were pretty frequent
- Some of the questions were pretty unclear with some out-of-place text in there
- For my personal taste there was too much questions about actors playing/voicing the characters compared to questions about
the characters themselves

Despite those I enjoyed this. It's a fun little quiz with a lot of replay value. Just hoping for a patch to be released with some
corrections to the problems mentioned above and maybe some more questions, because variety is never a bad thing in these
kinds of games.. This game is not bad. personally i didn\u00b4t like it. Feels too repetetive and slow. I can\u00b4t really say that
much about it because it\u00b4s not that much content in the game. I might play it again if i don\u00b4t have anything to do but
only for a short amount of time. if you are considering on buying this game look at some gamplay first. 4.8\/10. Very good
visual story with an interesting presentation. I decided to try several variations to look at different endings and now I can say that
the game impressed me. The authors allow the player to make a choice independently and the variability we see immediately at
the beginning of the game. I also liked the graphic part and art-design of this game, and this undoubtedly distinguishes the novel
from the other. The good news is that the developers will continue to publish new chapters and work on the game.. It's ugly, it's
rough, it's obtuse... and I love it. It has a steep learning curve and the controls are very clunky but once you take some time with
it, it's surprisingly fun. I was expecting broken phyics but so far failure feels deserved with my own terrible engineering skills. I
especially enjoy being able to drive the truck in the full 3d environment instead of simply pushing "play" like in other bridge
builders.

I'm still scratching the surface of it, slowly getting through the 3D Bridges content before tackling the more advanced 3D
Engineers stuff but I have to say I'm enjoying it all way more than I thought I would. I put a video up where I go over things in
more detail: https:\/\/youtu.be\/W17rZ4FFS90

Edit 11\/23\/16 It's still fun but I'm getting concerned this is abandoned... It's still pretty rough and difficult to understand..
Similar to "Magic the gathering"

Fast paced no instructions no room for mistakes original play style & quality art work. The (AI) is a little to smart at times,
where it quits if the AI draws a bad hand also if its losing mid battle it just quits. Saying that, learn the cards memorise them the
game isn't to hard to play it just takes time. Most people complaining coming from MTG it's due to (no paying for boosters or
pre-made pro/league decks) suck it up.. Initially wouldn't run but after I got the game to start, it was ok. Tutorial wasn't fully
flushed out so there were some game mechanics I had to figure out on my own. The UI is weird because sometimes you hover
and release to grab an item and other times you click. After about 3 minutes of farming resources my inventory would be full
and I couldn't pick up anything even if was an arrow that I just used said resources to make. Since there was no "Inventory
capacity %" or weight value attached to the items, I had no idea when it was full or not.

Also there was no hot bar to easily switch to frequently used tools (pick axe, hatchet, etc.). That made it harder to go out and
farm or build.

Overall, I'm glad I bought it on sale for like $2. Wouldn't have wanted to pay anymore for that. Still, there are much better
survival\/sandbox games out there.. SRC is an interesting game about Dexterity, Speed, and Risk. High speed is both your goal
and your greatest enemy.

Procedural soundtrack is really interesting. it changes as you speed, and it feels like it fits well.

Moving forward will continue accelerating you. You start building a lot of speed by taking riskier paths and sliding down slopes.
You only slow down when you hit an obstacle (damaging your time) or crash out (ruining your time). The game's interesting
tactical exploration is in trying to keep your speed as high as possible for each lap you run, and to adjust your route through the
track for your reckless speed. Early on, it is a bad idea to take a wallrun-shortcut instead of a slope slide, considering the gains
that the speed gains you over time will be worth more time saved than the shortcut can give you. This changes during the final
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lap, however, where the high speeds mean that the time spent accelerating on a slope is negligible in comparison to the time
saved by taking a quicker route. The sheer speed you go can also cause racers to want to take a safer longer route with less
obstacles, in order to maintain a respectable 190 velocity. Thinking about how you change your routes is the true depth to the
game in the lap races.

Currently the game is in early access, and there are a few bugs, but nothing that is "egregious". There are crashes and things that
get stuck, but mostly during transitions or restarts... and the devs are actively working on things (and are very friendly in their
discord).

Matchmaking has a few limitations at the moment, and it is just easier to use discord to coordinate playing with others.

Its fun going fast.
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Pros:

> High quality audio and visuals
> Very well made diferent speed arrows,

Cons:

> Mechanicaly faulty: Arrows are the reverse of your form and not a "fit" on the side, making very easy to misjudge the
distance from a note
> No post beat hits, making you always play before the beat or missing moves that you feel you pressed
> Non-memorable music, feels generic as it don't have "music storytelling"
> You ned to hit beats before then happen, this feels odd for a music game
> only two types of moves
> Epilepsy unfriendly: As the background lights are not important for the gameplay, there should be a obtion to turn then off for
the epilectic

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In response to the author's response: I'm aware that you need to block the arrows, but when you are bringing a lot of rythem
games caracteristics you bring the wrong mindset to the player.

The core-mechanic just makes noise in your current setup instead of integrating it. garbage game not worth the money. Very
challenging game. You have to work on finding a way in that watches all your directions as you will die. I find it annoying at
times that I have to go back and get a weapon from my police car but its worth it in the end. I also like that in this game a
shotgun is a shotgun just as it is in real life.. So its time for a review...

I have to say that i enjoy this game, allthough there are a few disapointments.

-i would like to be able to see hitpoints on the buildings i destroy as i just watch them scream and shout before the building
finally is gone.
- havent figured out what makes the power thing destroyed to win lvl, if its destroying all buildings or just wacking it enough
- the tutorial is abit of a drag, could probarly easy be fit into one small tutorial as the game it self is easy to grasp.
- it seems to be only 8 lvls. perhaps a skirmish map or two might be an idea?

other than that its a fun game with weird litle creatures and god powers. :)

8\/10. **Changed review to recomended, Dev is extremely quick at fixing bugs and adding new content!**

Current Features:
Seasons change, you can freeze without a fire or home to rest in.
Many different factions, different types of SpaceSpiders will attack eachother, and so will other survivors.
You can find "Mini-forests" to plant crops in so they last longer.
Build a town and recruit survivors to be woodcutters, hunters and have jobs.
Survivors and Villagers have to eat and sleep and will do jobs.
Underground system with dungeon crawling elements!
Fully randomized world and color each time you play! Seasons will be different each time!

Current Issues:
For Keyboard and Mouse players you have to hold "T" to change your tools, we should be able to press 1-2-3-4-5 to change
tools quickly.. It's a one time day game i recomand it. You play as a celestial body orbiting a black hole trying to dodge other
celestial bodies falling into the black hole. Click to increase orbit and release to decrease orbit. The longer you are alive the
more points you acquire. Its a simple premise that get varied with a few other mechanics as your points increases. It takes a bit
of getting used to moving in a circular orbit but after that your trying to beat your high score over and over. A fun game to play
in short spurts.
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